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Introduction

As early as at the beginning of the XIX century Fou�
rier suggested that the atmosphere played a special role
in the heat conditions of the Earth, passing solar radia�
tion to the planet surface and capturing the part of re�
flecting thermal radiation. At the end of the century
theoretical ideas about greenhouse effect as a process of
increasing near�Earth temperature owing to the change
of atmosphere composition due to growing emissions of
carbon dioxide by enterprises, appearing during Indu�
strial revolution. It was until 1957 when the foundation
for revealing planetary processes and the role of anthro�
pogenic factor in them was created due to International
geophysical year held by scientific society. The monito�
ring showed continuous increase of carbon dioxide con�
centration in the atmosphere, which resulted in discus�
sion of possible global climate changes because of
greenhouse effect and creation of appropriate interna�
tional institutions.

The world program of climate investigation esta�
blished at the First World Climate conference in 1979
coordinated people’s attention to ecological problems,
that in 1988 provided the creation of intergovernmental
group of experts in research of climate change under the
aegis of UNO, its work resulted in subscription of UNO
framework climate change convention in 1992 forming
the legal and political bases for further actions in this di�
rection [1]. Kyoto protocol (KP) for framework conven�
tion of 1997 combines various tendencies aimed at solu�
tion of the problems of ecology and economy under the
global conditions in preventing from climate changes.

In view of political direction of Russia to integration
into World Economic area the application of KP
mechanisms to the problems (including regional ones)
of modernization of heat engineering responsible for
greenhouse gases generation is of great interest.

Principles of Kyoto protocol

The main principle of KP is introduction of limits of
greenhouse gases emission in 2008�2012 for all develo�
ped countries. According to the protocol the gases res�
ulting in greenhouse effect include: carbon dioxide
(СО2), methane (СН4), protoxide (N2O), hydrofluorit�
des, perfluorinated hydrogen, sulphur hexafluoride
(SF6). Among them the main ones are considered car�
bon dioxide and methane [2]. The total 5 % decrease of

this gas emission is supposed to achieve in comparison
with the level of 1990. In this case overall emission of the
enumerated gases by the countries signed KP is to am�
ount not less than 55 % of that of 1990. This is the star�
ting condition of the protocol action [2].

United responsibilities of the countries participated
in KP are made easier due to flexible mechanisms that
at the same time are aimed at their redistribution among
more number of countries. The action of the mecha�
nisms results in the fact that emissions in each separate
country can be sufficiently different from the initially
assumed obligations owing to provided system of pas�
sing quotas and foreign investments, which introduce
international market techniques.

There provided three mechanisms: 1) the way of pu�
re development (PD); 2) projects of joint performance
(PJP); 3) quota trade (QT) of greenhouse gases among
the countries participated in KP. Though different con�
stituents of these mechanisms can be included into the
same category, but the rules of certification, monitoring,
accountancy etc. are specific.

The protocol defines also the range of possible, de�
sirable and distinctly determined measures, which in fu�
ture will be considered as a subject of further negotia�
tions.

Some statements of KP are completely referred to
developing countries and can assist to include them in�
to active participation in emission struggle in the pro�
cess of formation and consolidation of their economy as
well as to increase their opportunities due to, for exam�
ple, development of cadastre, planning, account sy�
stems, participation in negotiation about delegation of
authorities.

Mechanisms of regulation of greenhouse gas emission 

The mechanism of PD is assigned to be used in deve�
loping countries according to the following scheme:
country�investor carries out environmental project in
host country completely at its own expense, the registra�
tion of decrease obtained of possible greenhouse gas
emission is made in the host country by sufficiently com�
plicated methods and procedure, but then there follows
compensation set�off of investor’s obligations in its own
country. In this case the stock�exchange principles are
not possible since only countries including into KP agre�
ement (potentially developed countries and countries
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with transition economy, including Russia) have the
right to use PD mechanisms by investing into perfor�
mance of arrangements in developing countries [3, 4].

The mechanism of QT represents a system of tran�
smitting if excess units of the stated quantities among
the countries (industrially developed countries) accor�
ding to existing at the given moment world market prise.

The mechanism of PJP is intended to realize it in the
industrially developed countries (assuming the obliga�
tions in greenhouse gas emission) or among them, whe�
re an investor finances the project with regard to the cost
of obtained reductions, on the bases of the market prise.
The volume of investment formation for the countries
performing PJP can be estimated as that of reduced and
prevented emissions multiplied by the prise of emission
unit. In general, the mechanism permits the country,
which cannot fulfil the commitments for some reason in
its own territory, invest the means into project realiza�
tion in some other country. «The unites of emission re�
duction» obtained in the process of project realization
are shared among participants of agreement or delega�
ted to investing country.

Under the conditions of presence of appropriate go�
vernmental political solution, assignment of coordinate
committee on PJP performance and development of a
definite legislative base the mechanism of PJP have suf�
ficient advantage over the PD mechanism, since the
procedure of acknowledgement and registration is sim�
plified in this case [3, 4]. According to KP (Marrakech
agreements) there are two variants of PJP performance:
«Track�1» and «Track�2». Track�1 is characterised by its
simplicity of performance, as it provides the condition
of performance of all the procedures assigned by KP by
a country, namely, accordance of all necessary accounts
of greenhouse gas emission, including emission cadastre
and quota register. Track�2 requires a more detailed
ground of the project, increase additional expenditures
connected with verification and monitoring of the proj�
ect at international level [3–5].

According to this scheme all «reduced emission
units» of greenhouse gases obtained in project realiza�
tion are given to investor. The investor of the project
presents the accounts of performing his obligations on
the volume of permitted greenhouse gas emission to his
government and after proper check�up he gets the offset
of his obligations. Both governments of the country gi�
ving «reduced emission units» and the country getting
them prepare annual account on performance of obliga�
tions for KP convention secretariat or its representative.

In the absence of potential investors the current
projects on reduction of emission can take part in ten�
ders for buying reduced emissions made by government
of some countries. For example, such tenders are provi�
ded by Holland program on buying the units of reduc�
tion emission of greenhouse gases [6] and Danish pro�
gram on buying units of reduction emission of
greenhouse gases [7]. Holland tender represents two�
phase procedure of purchasing. In the first phase there
is a selection of the most attractive projects, in the se�
cond phase the winners are revealed on the bases of spe�

cial documents and proposals in price and quantity of
goods. The projects are accredited by the amount of
50 % of the purchase cost; the other 50 % are given
within the period from 2008 to 2012 after presenting
«reduced emission units» of greenhouse gases.

Specific character of Kyoto protocol application 

to Russian thermal engineering

Ratification of KP by Russia at the beginning of
2005 marked the beginning of its action, since gre�
enhouse emission by Russia in 1990 amounted 17 % and
even after refusal of such countries as USA (36 %) and
China from KP ratification the condition of coming in�
to the effect of protocol agreements is fulfilled with par�
ticipation of European community (24 %) [3]. The lat�
ter became interested in ratification of KP by Russia
more than other participating countries as it possesses
the excess of emission quota, whereas among European
countries only Great Britain and Sweden are able to re�
alize actions in assumed obligations, the other countri�
es face 30...40 % increase of level of 1990, they will ne�
ed to buy quotas [4].

It was calculated that in Russia, the territory of which
is mostly situated in the geographical zones with incle�
ment continental climate, up to 98 % of carbon dioxide
emissions are produced by technologies of fossil fuel
combustion [3, 4], including the objects of thermal engi�
neering. The other peculiarity consists in steady growth
of scale of depreciation and obsolescence of the main
production means, thermal mechanical equipment first
of all [8]. Therefore possibilities of the most significant
decrease of emission can first of all be realized in this
branch owing to utilizing more pollution�free fuel. Si�
multaneously, taking into consideration the specific cha�
racter of supply�demand balance with prevalence of so�
lid organic fuel, to achieve reduction of emission is
necessary in terms of measures in increasing efficiency of
production and application of thermal and electrical en�
ergy in first of all solid fuel thermal power stations, which
is inevitably connected with application of modern
equipment and engineering processes. Hence, combina�
tion of these sufficiently opposite tendencies should be
considered as one of specific conditions of successful KP
application to Russian thermal engineering.

These considerations agree with conclusion from
the analysis of KP mechanisms applicable to Russian
economy [4]. Firstly, in the context of the facts men�
tioned above the mechanism of PJP has an advantage,
since it permits to obtain target long�term investments
into main means of production and in doing it to make
easy the way out of approaching situation in thermal en�
gineering due to their scale runout. Secondly, according
to the directive on emission trade of 2003 the enterpris�
es on European community have the right to participa�
te only in the given mechanism of redistribution of
rights for emission.

Other mechanism of KP with reference to the Russi�
an thermal engineering are supposed to be less attractive.
Participation in QT mechanism is completely under ju�
risdiction of the government, since quotas of emission
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reduction with respect to basic 1990 are in its property.
However, investments in modernization of thermal engi�
neering in terms of QT mechanism is a passive way, as
there are no guaranties in buying Russian excess of emis�
sion quotas first of all. Besides, the given mechanism ini�
tially suggests the transfer of a part of own quota of Rus�
sia (excess of «units of stated quantities») without real
reduction, which, in experts’ opinion [3, 4], is appropri�
ate to keep for the future period as a resource of econo�
mic growth. Application of PD mechanism is possible
for Russia only as a result of investment activity of Rus�
sian organizations in developing countries.

Thus, PJP mechanism is the most perspective one
for revealing possibilities of direct foreign investments
into modernization of thermal engineering of Russia.
Investments in PJP of such kind can be started before
the beginning of the first period of KP obligation perfor�
mance, using «units of stated quantities» of emissions as
a guaranty for earlier reduction of emissions. Applica�
tion of PJP can decrease the volume of attracted invest�
ments at the interest, but closing forward transactions of
the delivery of reduced emissions as a result of project
realization during 2008�2012 can serve as a guaranty to
get necessary volume of financing in different invest�
ment companies at the stage of realization project. Be�
sides, PJP can make projects with negative efficiency
economically attractive.

Because of the absence of national emission cadas�
tre, quota register and account of transactions PJP in
Russia can be performed in Track�2 scheme and are
complicated by the following factors [2, 4, 9, 10]:

• absence of national examination and project appro�
val procedures;

• necessity of making double examination: internal
and international (consequently, increase of existing
costs for monitoring and verification of each project
regardless of its scale);

• necessity of obtaining governmental license by Rus�
sian company for production of выпуск «reduced
emission units» to sell them to investor;

• necessity of governmental guaranties in transferring
reduces emissions from Russia to country�investor
(for example, by means of intergovernmental agree�
ment);

• presence of risk conditioned by the possibility of the
prepared projects by «Board of inspectorate» (KP
governing body).

The basic criteria of making decision by representa�
tive body of the country, transferring quotas, is rela�
tionship of cost amount and achieved volume of decre�
asing greenhouse gas emission, as well as
correspondence of project concept and plans to the sta�
tements of national strategy in reducing greenhouse gas
emission of the country produced «reduced emission
units» of greenhouse gases. After meeting the approval
in transfer of quotas an originator of project submits the
conditions of transferring reduced greenhouse gas emis�
sion units to investors. Investor should inform his go�
vernment on interesting projects or carry on negotia�

tions with representative body of this government on the
questions of future registration of the project. After me�
eting the approval in transfer of «reduced emission
units» by the country of project originator and approval
for their obtaining by the country of investor the prepa�
ration and subscription of corresponding contract takes
place, on the bases of which advance cover of quota pro�
duction cost by the investor is performed. At negotiation
engineering data, guaranties etc. of the projects are dis�
cussed. Then project originator and investor are fully
responsible for performance of this contract.

Despite the complexity of layout of PJP and absence
of precedents, for Russia, which is too far from the level
of production and amount of emissions compared with
the level of of reference 1990 (even taking into account
the assumed obligations in 5 % decrease of the emission
amount by 2012), it means a wide field of action and re�
al perspectives if investment attraction, particularly, in
fuel and energy complex.

Interest to KP in Russia is proved by creation of sup�
port infrastructure: Non�profit�making partnership
«National organization of project support in hydrogen
absorption» [9], Energetic hydrogen fund of «Russia
UEC» [10], Non�profit�making partnership «National
hydrogen agreement» [11], Russian regional ecological
centre [12].

To the technological peculiarities of PJP the fol�
lowing items are related [10]:

• conversion of thermal power stations to more pollu�
tion�free fuel (i.е. from coal to gas or from black oil
to gas);

• increase of efficiency of heat and energy production
introducing modern equipment and technological
processes;

• development of renewable sources of energy (except
hydro power stations of more than 200 МW power);

• development of heat supply system and combined
production of heat and electrical energy;

• local improvement of technologies and actions in
energy savings.

Regional problems of technical modernization 

of thermal power stations

The current engineering level of thermal coal power
stations of a typical regional engineering company can
be characterised by the following:

• operation life of less than half of the main equip�
ment exceeds 45 years;

• steam parameters are at the level of standard model
of the 1950’s of the last century: nearly one third of
the equipment (boilers and turbines) has the para�
meters of lower than 10 МPa and 510 °С;

• low level of heat utilization of boiler releasing gases
and compaction of gas paths, decreasing economic
efficiency of their operation;

• insufficient level of boiler equipment with the means
of cleaning smoke fumes and, as a result, increase of
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emission volumes of harmful substances over autho�
rized ones;

• absence of environmentally and economically effi�
cient fuel technologies of modern design.

There is a number of circumstances for Russian
power engineering that objectively form the problems of
technical reequipment or do not stimulate their solution
in the regions:

• Relatively low prices for fuel (coal);

• Insignificantly small sizes of payment both for
authorized release and unauthorized release of
harmful substances into the atmosphere not stimu�
lating the increase in efficiency of gas�cleaning sy�
stem at thermal power stations;

• existing system of tariff formation for manufactured
production;

• absence of even in the form of pilot or experimental�
industrial installations of generally recognized and
applied in the world perspective technologies of
electrical energy production of solid fuel: coal com�
bustion in circulating boiling layer and combined�
cycle plant with transannular gasification, conver�
sion to supercritical steam parameters (30 МPa and
600/650 °С) [13�15];

• absence of governmental support and governmental
engineering policy in the questions of building and
financing engineering objects using new technologi�
es, stimulating researches in development and intro�
duction of progressive technologies.

Conclusion

In the conditions of present formation of bases for
investment program development [8] there are not any

projects of modernization and new building of thermal
power stations using progressive technology and equip�
ment with parameters corresponding to international
level. Engineering organizations will try to replace worn
equipment at the shortage of investments and time for
project realization. Necessary utilization (saving) of tra�
ditional and technologically out�of�date solutions in
constructional volume of buildings in unsatisfied con�
ditions and of unacceptable operation life are the con�
sequences of it. Environmental problems either are not
solved by this method at all or solved partially. Needless
to say of ensuring the necessary rate of removing techni�
cal lag of thermal power stations.

Existing situation is, in a number of cases, menacing
for the economy of power engineering companies and sy�
stem of region life support, but it provides the possibility
of searching for non�standard investment projects. The
mechanism of KP realization in PJP variant gives such
possibilities. Taking into consideration the structure of
fuel consumption, investment projects should combine
the variants of thermal power station conversion in more
environmentally�friendly fuel (as the most efficient in
terms and volume of production of transferred «reduced
emission units»), with variants of transmission of the part
of attracted investments into modernization of heat
power stations on the basis of modern and environmen�
tally developed technologies of solid fuel utilization. Ap�
plication of the given strategy in using KP mechanisms in
the concrete region depends, first of all, on: transforma�
tion of fuel source base and processes in the sphere of uti�
lizing energy resources, rates of development of certain
technologies and appearance of new ones in engineering
and its nature�conservative measures, change of volume
and structure of energy consumption, course and results
of structural changes in engineering companies.
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